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Proquest Congressional Digital Suite
Proquest • Congressional, powered by extensive CIS indexing, brings you bibliographic information to all congressional publications. Full text PDF versions are available from the digital collections listed below.

Proquest • U.S. Serial Set Digital Collection — House and Senate Documents and Reports- 1789-1969. (NYLI continues in print to the present)
Proquest • Congressional Research Digital Collection — Committee Prints coverage includes 1830-2003 and Congressional Research Service Reports (CRS) from 1916-2003. Both provide the invaluable background research requested by Congress on a variety of topics and are excellent sources of public policy information. (NYLI continues Committee Prints to the present in microform).
Proquest • Congressional Hearings Digital Collection — Coverage includes 1824-2003. It contains full transcripts of the proceedings, including all oral statements, committee questions, and discussions. (NYLI continues to the present in microform).
Proquest • Congressional Record Permanent Digital Collection — Coverage includes 1873-1997. (Currently digitized 1971-1997) The database provides full text searching, as well as controlled subject, speaker, public law, and bill number searching through the LexisNexis Congressional interface. (NYLI continues to the present in print).
Proquest • U.S. Serial Set Maps Digital Collection— Coverage includes 1789-1969. The collection provides access to over 56,000 historic government maps, ranging from the great exploratory surveys and battlefield maps of the 19th century, to maps documenting water resources, weather, and wilderness areas, to 1960’s maps by the Army Corps of Engineers. Several represent the first geological, soil and population maps of many states and territories.

NO OTHER DATABASE covers congressional information as comprehensively as Proquest• Congressional Digital Suite providing a seamless index plus full text to the complete range of legislative and public policy resources.

Obtain full text congressional materials from NYLI within the hour...
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